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Abstract
Eye-blinking has been implicated in arousal and attention. Here we test the hypothesis that, blinking-moments
represent arousal transitions associated with activation of the ascending arousal network (AAN) and its
thalamic projections. For this purpose, we explored the temporal relationship between eye-blinks and fMRI
BOLD activity in the AAN and thalamus during a choice-reward task and an eyes-open resting state. We show
that during the task, blinks were associated with activation of AAN and thalamic nuclei at the blink moment.
During rest, peaks of AAN and thalamic nuclei were not synchronized and appeared weaker except for the
ventral tegmental area (VTA). Our �ndings of an association between eye blinks and activation of the AAN and
thalamus provides strong evidence in support of the role of eye blinking in arousal transitions that are
in�uenced by cognitive states. It also corroborates the involvement of the dopaminergic VTA nucleus in eye
blinking.

Introduction
Eye blinks are crucial for eye lubrication and cleansing of the cornea but their complex neuronal modulation
including that from the dopaminergic system 1–7 -though see 8,9- and other ascending arousal brainstem
nuclei also implicate them in arousal and attention functions. Indeed, blinking has been shown to be sensitive
to arousal and cognitive states (e.g., attentional allocation, transitions in information �ow etc.) 10,11 and
amenable to conscious modi�cation.

It has been suggested that eye blinks might represent a mechanism for dynamic neuro-modulation of brain
function 12,13. Speci�cally, blinking may serve to help engage arousal regions such as the precuneus 14,15,
which is part of the default mode network (DMN) or task negative network16 implicated in self-processing17.
Indeed, brain imaging data obtained while participants watched movies, showed that blinks coincided with
segments of attentional breakpoints and were associated with transient activation of the DMN and
deactivation of the dorsal attention network suggesting modulation of internal and external attention orienting
networks18. Further, the state of consciousness of patients with persistent vegetative and minimally conscious
states could be inferred by blink-correlated oscillations in the delta and alpha frequency bands of posterior
EEG channels 19,20. However, the neuronal pathways that underlie blinks and their downstream functional
associations including the ascending arousal network (AAN), which is critical to arousal, are poorly
understood. The AAN is comprised of brainstem serotonergic (dorsal and medial raphe), noradrenergic (locus
coeruleus), glutamatergic (parabrachial complex), dopaminergic (ventral tegmental area) and cholinergic
(pontis oralis, pedunculopontine) nuclei and the periaqueductal grey (PAG), which project to the thalamus and
cortex 21,22.

The fMRI derived resting-state networks and functional brain connectivity are believed to re�ect brief
transitions in spontaneous activity 23–25, described as point processes where momentary peaks in activity
contribute to the variability in functional connectivity 26,27. Here we hypothesize that blinks would be
associated with point-process-like transient peak activations in the AAN and in downstream thalamic regions.

To test this hypothesis, we assessed the dynamic temporal associations between AAN nuclei and thalamus
and spontaneous eye-blinks both during rest and task fMRI sessions by monitoring their activity prior to,
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during and post blink. We speci�cally hypothesized that eye blinks would engage AAN nuclei and the thalamus
such that their activity would start to increase prior to the blink and peak during the blink and that this
association would be sensitive to the task condition. We selected a choice-reward Task that requires
motivation, attention and arousal processes for optimal performance and compared it with an eyes-open Rest
condition to conduct a temporal analysis of transient blink synchrony with AAN nuclei 22 and the thalamus 28,
which integrates AAN signals 29. Additionally, we performed exploratory brain-wide analyses to identify other
potential downstream cortical and subcortical regions that synchronized with blinks. Based on prior �ndings
on blink associated activation of visual regions 30–32 presumably to sustain uninterrupted visual stream
during transient eye closure 33 and of cerebellar involvement in blink conditioning 34 we hypothesized blink
associated occipital and cerebellar activation. The analyses revealed synchronization of eye blinks with AAN
nuclei including VTA and with the thalamus that appeared stronger for the Task than the Rest condition. For
both conditions, blinks showed strong but delayed synchronization with cerebellum as well as synchronization
with occipital cortex that preceded the blink and continued post blink and that was stronger for Rest than Task
condition.

Materials And Methods
Participants

Sixteen healthy subjects (8 males, 8 females; ages: 21-63, mean=41.2) completed the fMRI study after
providing signed informed consent, approved by the Institutional Review Board at the National Institutes of
Health (Combined Neurosciences White Panel). Participants were recruited and screened to exclude
ferromagnetic implants, psychoactive medications and major medical problems, substance use disorders
(other than nicotine), and neurological or psychiatric disorders (including eating disorders), as assessed by the
Structured Clinical Interview for the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) 35. Data
from two subjects were excluded from �nal analysis due to their failure to achieve criteria described below.

MRI data acquisition sequences

MRI data was collected on a 3T Magnetom Prisma scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc., Malvern,
PA) using a 32-channel head coil. A standard echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence (sequential interleaved
acquisition, repetition time 2.13s, echo time 30ms, �ip angle α=79˚, 64×64 pixels in-plane resolution, 40 slices,
slice thickness 3.5 mm, voxel dimensions 3×3×3.5 mm3, �eld of view 192×192 mm2) was used for functional
scans. The three-dimensional, magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo 36 (3D MP-RAGE; TR/TE =
2400/2.24ms, FA = 8 deg, TI=1060ms), and Sampling Perfection with Application optimized Contrasts by
using different �ip angle Evolutions (SPACE, Siemens; TR/TE = 3200/564ms) pulse sequences were used to
acquire high-resolution anatomical brain images with 0.8 mm isotropic voxels �eld-of-view (FOV) = 240 × 256
mm, matrix = 300 × 320, and 208 sagittal slices.

Experimental procedures

All participants underwent two fMRI scan sessions, each consisting of three runs (~13 minutes each) of a
choice-reward task and two resting state runs (~10 minutes each, prior to and after the choice-reward fMRI
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task). Both choice-reward task and resting state experiments were developed using E-Prime software
(Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA, version 2.0.10 Professional). Stimuli were presented on a black
background under dimmed room lighting using a liquid-crystal display screen (BOLDscreen 32, Cambridge
Research Systems; UK). During the experiment the E-Prime computer communicated with the eye-tracker and
the fMRI computers, either to send stimulus onset triggers, or to receive stimulus to start and stop the
experiment. During the resting scan subjects were asked to keep their eyes open and to stare at a white cross
on a black background and minimize eye movements. The choice-reward task is described in detail in
Supplementary Methods. Brie�y, participants were given 10$ worth of points to start the game. The reward
value of the trial (low, 5 or 25 cents; high, 1 or 2 dollars, or Null: 0 money) was shown, and after three seconds,
they had to make a choice between two shapes (a triangle or a square) presented side by side separated by a
color (red or a green) circle at the center of the �eld of view. The green circle corresponded to a “GO” trial for
which the participant had to make a choice between shapes by pressing the right or left button within a 2-
seconds response window and their reaction times were measured to assess their association with blink
latency. The red circle corresponded to a “NOGO” trial for which participants had been instructed not to
respond. Four to six seconds after their response (or no response), a feedback message informed them of their
choice outcome (win or lose money, or no gain/loss). For both, GO and NOGO trials winning was preset at 55%
and loosing at 45%, independent of the participant’s choices, such that all participants would earn the same
amount of points at the end of the task unless they missed a response or made a response to NOGO,
situations where they were punished by subtracting 25 cents from their points.

Eye tracking data acquisition and analysis

During the fMRI scans, we measured pupil diameter and eye-blinks with an ASL (Applied Science Laboratories,
previously known as Argus Science Inc., Bedford, MA) long-range LRO eye-tracker camera and ET7 software
system. Eye-calibration was performed before the resting and task scans, and pupil size was normalized for
each individual and scaled to the machine units. Stimulus images were recorded along with the eye image,
and simultaneous pupil detection and eye-localization were handled automatically by the ET7 software.
Sampling rate was set to 120Hz. To detect eye-blinks, we used ET Analysis (version 1.0.4.4) software’s default
settings where blink duration was set to a minimum of 0.1s and a maximum of 0.4s, and to a minimum pupil
diameter of 25 units. Temporary pupil disappearances within these values were recorded as “blinks”. Any other
interval of data where the pupil was not detected was classi�ed as “signal loss”. We simultaneously registered
stimulus event onset times. We tested the reliability of the software performance by eye-balling the pupil
size/blink moments and the eye-videos provided by the ASL software on ten randomly chosen blocks from �ve
subjects. For all the subjects we also checked the reliability of the pupil detection algorithm and excluded
subjects with major problems as discussed below. The software output accurately re�ected the manually
recorded blinks.

Blink-rate calculation

For all scans, we calculated blink rates estimated as the number of blinks per number of seconds that the eyes
were open per each scan run. We standardize this measure across subjects and used it as a covariate in the
SPM model.

Task Related Blink Analysis
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For the choice-reward task, we calculated the blink densities (blink related eye-closures divided by the number
of samples) around the response and feedback stimuli between -3 to +4 seconds. We also calculated the
correlations between response times and immediate blink onset latencies after Go stimuli.

FMRI analysis

Using AFNI 37, timing differences in slice acquisition were corrected, and each volume was aligned to the �rst
volume using rigid body translations and rotations. To remove physiological and motion-related artifacts, a
dual-mask spatial independent component (sIC) analysis was applied to the motion and slice-time corrected
functional data for each subject 38. The resulting components were classi�ed by a machine learning algorithm
based on a simple set of spatial features (including out-of-brain ratio, scattering degree etc.). Brain activity
was reconstructed by projecting the selected sICs back to the brain space. The results of the algorithm were
monitored and checked by a human expert. The functional and anatomical images of each participant were
co-registered and normalized to the stereotaxic space of the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) using
SPM12. The functional images were resampled to a voxel size of 3 x 3 x 3 mm and smoothed with an
isotropic 6-mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. Block-level variance �uctuations were removed in a separate SPM
model. Finally, low-frequency (< 1/128 Hz) scanner drifts were �ltered with a high-pass �lter. The resulting
residual activity was then used for cross-correlation analysis with the blink regressors extracted as described
below.

Blink related brain activation analysis

For each scan series, blink activity extracted from the eye-tracking analysis was convolved with the canonical
Hemodynamic Response Function (HRF) in SPM12 (2-gamma function), and then normalized (z-scored).
These time series were used for cross-correlation analysis with voxel-wise brain activity in temporal TR (2.13s)
lags from -3 to +3 TRs, and the correlations were then transformed to Fisher's z-values.

Data and participant exclusion criteria

Due to the experiment’s complexity (i.e., setting up eye-tracker in an fMRI environment), we expected some
well-known problems to emerge such as i) technical problems in eye-tracking quality (i.e., calibration problems,
distortions in pupil detection), and ii) non-compliant participants who did not perform the task properly or
closed their eyes too often (particularly during the resting scan). Thus, we excluded any runs/sessions where
the task and rest eye data had technical problems, such as long eye-closures (i.e., eye closures >40% of the
time) and weak corneal contrasts that interfered with blink detection. This resulted in exclusion of two
participants, and one session from each of four participants. Thus, for the �nal analysis, we had twenty-four
sessions collected from fourteen participants with a total of seventy-two task runs and forty-one resting runs
available.

Regions of Interest (ROI) Analyses in the Ascending Arousal Network (AAN) and Thalamus

We computed correlation activity plots for regions of interest ROI extracted from nine brainstem nuclei from
the AAN (https://www.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/resources/aan-atlas) using 1mm, MNI152 template 22,39, that
comprised the dorsal raphe (DR), median raphe (MR), median raphe frontalis (MRF), locus coeruleus (LC),

https://www.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/resources/aan-atlas
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parabrachial complex (PBC), pontis oralis (PO), periaqueductal grey (PAG), pedunculopontine nucleus (PPN)
and ventral tegmental area (VTA). AAN masks are shown in Supplementary Methods. We averaged the z-
values for the serotonergic nuclei (MRF, MR, DR) and for the cholinergic nuclei (PO, PPN) and computed
separate values for VTA (dopaminergic), LC (noradrenergic), PBC (glutamatergic) and PAG 40. We extracted an
additional spherical ROI (3mm diameter) centered at MNI coordinates xyz of 0, -15,-12, which has been used as
the location of the VTA ROI by some studies 41. Thus, we wanted to compare �ndings in VTA when using
coordinates from the AAN atlas versus this ROI location, which is slightly anterior and superior to the AAN ROI.
For the thalamus we extracted 7 ROIs from the atlas de�ned by Behrens et al. 28,42 which are found to show
exclusive white matter connectivity probabilities with major cortical areas (i.e. motor, premotor, frontal,
occipital, temporal, parietal and sensory cortices; masks are shown in Supplementary Methods).

Whole Brain Analyses

For whole brain analyses of blinks associations with brain activity we used SPM12 paired t-test, using the
averaged correlation coe�cients per subject (N=14) for Task and Rest conditions and included blink rate as
covariate (leading to df=12). Normalized (i.e., Fisher’s z-transform) correlations (between BOLD and blink
regressor) values of all available resting and task blocks were used in the statistical analysis separately for
each lag.

We �rst conducted a cluster-uncorrected analysis for visualization purposes in brain stem regions (voxel t-
threshold t>1.8, k>1, 1mm isotropic, p<.05, liberal approach). In the second analysis we conducted traditional
FWER corrected cluster-based analysis (3mm isotropic images) to identify signi�cant clusters across large
brain areas. The resolution element size, i.e., ‘resel’, of the images were minimum of 22 voxels leading to
around 2985 resels in a group mask, and FWHM was 8.3mm, 8.4mm, and 8.5mm with voxel height
thresholding of p<0.002 (corresponding to t=3.54). Clusters (k>30) below pFWER-clus < 0.05 are shown in Figs. 4
and 5 and summarized in Table 1. Detailed cluster maps are given in Supplementary Data 1, 2 and 3 and
detailed table of results is given in Supplementary Data 4.

Cerebellar ROI Analyses

Because of the extensive blink associated cerebellar activation signals detected by the whole brain analyses
we also extracted 17 ROIs from the cerebellum using the functional connectivity atlas de�ned by Buckner et
al.43, which possess distinct functional connectivity patterns with cortical subregions (See also 44). To simplify
our analysis we averaged the values from most of these ROIs to represent their connectivity to 7 main
networks de�ned by the spatial proximity of the target cortical areas (i.e., fronto-parietal attention, DMN,
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), motor, insula, basal forebrain, visual networks). Details of the subregion
grouping are given in Supplementary Table 1.

Results
Behavioral responses: Blink Activity During Task

Blinks were suppressed before and peaked shortly after signaling of condition (GO vs NOGO) for both Null and
Gain trials (Fig 1; see Supplementary Data 5 for feedback related blink changes). Reaction times (Null=
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.767ms, sd=.167ms; Gain=.652ms, sd=.145ms) were 115ms (s.e. = 53ms) faster for Gain than Null conditions
(t=2.14, p<.05). Peak blink density latencies calculated between 0.5s to 2s post-stimulus were signi�cantly
delayed for GO than NOGO (GO; mean=1205ms, sd=336ms, NOGO; mean=877ms, sd=362ms, F= 30.31,
p<.001). Peak amplitudes did not differ between NULL and GAIN conditions. There was a signi�cant
correlation between blink latency and reaction time for the Gain (r=0.58, p<.05), but not the Null (r=.05, ns) in
GO conditions, indicating a strong blink-RT coupling for reinforced trials. In addition, the intercept of a linear
model where reaction time was introduced as an outcome variable and the blink latency introduced as a
continuous variable revealed that blinks followed button presses on average 342ms (s.e. = 112ms) for Gain
and 734ms (s.e. = 174ms) for Null conditions.

AAN ROI Analysis

The ROI analyses revealed blink associations with activation of AAN nuclei for the Task and Rest conditions
(Fig 2). For the Task condition, the AAN nuclei showed a temporal association with blinks that was strongest in
serotonergic (MR/MR/DR) and cholinergic (PO/PPN) nuclei and in LC (norepinephrinergic) and intermediate
for VTA (dopaminergic) and PBC (glutamatergic). Analyses of the temporal correspondence of blink synchrony
showed that most AAN nuclei peaked at the blink moment except for LC, which peaked post blink.

For the Rest condition the temporal association with blinks appeared weaker (except for VTA) and less
coordinated than for the Task condition and most of their peaks occurred earlier than for the Task condition.
The cholinergic (PO/PPN) and serotonergic (MR/MR/DR) nuclei and the PBC and LC peaked prior to the blink.
Only the VTA, which peaked post blink was delayed compared to the Task.

The results in the VTA for Task and Rest were similar when we computed them using the ROI with MNI
coordinates of 0, -15, -12 to when we computed them with the ROI from the AAN atlas (Supplementary Data 6)
indicating that the �ndings were not sensitive to slight variations in the ROI location.

To estimate if there were differences in the size of the areas showing blink associated activation between Task
and Rest conditions we estimated the number of voxels (1mm3) with greater than t>1.8 threshold. Comparison
revealed that areas with blink-associated activation allocated signi�cantly larger number of voxels for Task
than Rest in all the AAN nuclei at blink moment (χ2 (1, N=9004) =887.9, p<.0001) except for a marginal effect
on the glutaminergic PBC (χ2 (1, N=1460) =3.84, p=.050).

Thalamic Atlas ROI Analysis

Analysis of blink-related activations in thalamic ROI extracted from the Behrens atlas appeared to show
stronger associations for Task than Rest conditions except for the occipital ROI, which was similar for both
conditions (Fig 3, see Supplementary Data 7 for individual values and across subject variability). For Task
condition there were strong and coordinated associations among the various thalamic nuclei that peaked
during the blink similar to that observed for AAN nuclei during the Task. The ROI with the strongest
associations corresponded to the frontal thalamic ROI, followed by pre-motor, and temporal thalamic ROIs
(have higher structural connections with those cortical regions) and the weakest with the sensory ROI. For the
Rest condition just as for the Task, the strongest association were for the frontal thalamic ROI followed by,
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temporal, premotor and occipital thalamic ROIs and weakest for the sensory ROI, but different from the Task
condition their peaks occurred prior to the blink.

We compared the size of the areas in the thalamic nuclei showing blink associated activation between Task
and Rest conditions and revealed that areas with blink-associated activation (number of voxels passing t>1.8
threshold) were signi�cantly larger for Task than Rest in all of the thalamic nuclei at the blink moment (χ2 (1,
N=35840) =5754.8, p<.0001). 

Exploratory Whole Brain fMRI Analysis

BOLD responses synchronized with blinks for pre-blink, blink and post-blink moments are shown in Fig 4 (for
Task), and Fig 5 (for Rest). Blink associated activations differed in location for Task and Rest condition;
whereas for the Task condition they were predominantly located in subcortical regions for the Rest condition
they were predominantly located in occipital cortex and precuneus. Similarly blink related deactivation also
differed, being more extensive for Rest than Task (Supplementary Data 1 and 2 provides comprehensive
cluster-based FWER corrected sagittal cluster maps for -2TR to +2TR blink onset for t>3.54, k>30; voxel
threshold p<.002). However, the only region that showed signi�cant differences in blink associated activation
between Task and Rest conditions was the occipital cortex, which showed signi�cantly stronger positive
association with blink for Rest than Task (Rest-Task difference map is given in Supplementary Data 3). The
detailed location of all signi�cant clusters for all the analyses is provided in Supplementary Data 4. 

Task:

Positive associations:

Blink associated activations for the Task included regions in brainstem (midbrain and posterior pons),
thalamus, cerebellum and caudate (Fig 4 and Supplementary Data 1 and 4). Midbrain signals emerged around
blink and persisted post blink. In thalamus the blink associated activation emerged just prior to the blink,
increased during the blink with initial activation in lateral and posterior thalamic clusters that extended and
included anterior thalamic cluster and the caudate region post-blink (Supplementary Data 1). PCC activation,
which emerged just prior to blink did not survive cluster correction. Calcarine sulcus (V1) was active posteriorly
during and after blink (Supplementary Data 8 shows a �attened map of the visual cortex showing blink
associated activations).

In cerebellum (superior middle and lateral) activation signals emerged in a small midline region that enlarged
during blink with persistent and strongest activation after blink (Fig 6 and Supplementary Data 1). In the
caudate the activation was strongest post-blink.

Negative associations:

Blink associated deactivations (negative associations) for the Task comprised small clusters in medial ventral
prefrontal region, amygdala and parahippocampus that emerged during blink. Blink associated deactivations
in the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), superior temporal gyrus (STG), precentral eye-�elds and precuneus emerged
during blink expanding post blink (Supplementary Data 1).
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Rest:

Positive associations:

The strongest activation associated with blinks in the Rest condition occurred in the occipital cortex,
precuneus and to a lesser extent the cerebellum and caudate (Fig 5 and Supplementary Data 2). In the
occipital cortex the activity was observed beginning prior to the blink and increased during the blink. The
regional locations of blink associated activation in the occipital cortex are shown in Supplementary Data 8
displaying a �attened map of the visual cortex contrasting Rest and Task. In the precuneus the activity was
observed prior to blink peaking during the blink and decreasing post blink. In the cerebellum (midline anterior
ventral region) activity emerged during blink (Fig 6) whereas in caudate activity emerged post blink
(Supplementary Data 2).

Negative associations:

Blink associated deactivation signals were more extensive for Rest than Task in limbic regions (amygdala,
parahippocampus), STG, lateral occipital areas and insula emerged in synchrony with the blink and expanded
post blink (Supplementary Data 2). Task-negative cortical areas in Task and Rest overlapped with sensory-
motor cortex, superior temporal gyrus, and amygdala (Fig 5 and Supplementary Data 2).

Task vs Rest:

Comparison of activated and deactivated regions associated with the blink (Supplementary Data 3 and 4)
showed that Rest had signi�cantly greater number of associations than Task (REST > TASK), mostly
corresponding to regions in the occipital cortex prior to and during the blink. No clusters were signi�cantly
higher for Task than Rest.

Cerebellar Atlas ROI Analyses

Analysis of the blink-related activations using ROI extracted from the Buckner cerebellum atlas revealed that
they were most prominent in ROIs with functional connections with anterior cingulate cortex and with fronto-
parietal networks for Task and Rest, and for the DMN network in the Rest condition (Fig 6). The ROIs connect
to motor and visual networks showed the lowest blink associations, which appeared lower for Rest than Task.
The peaks occurred post blink both for Task and Rest.

We compared the size of the areas in the cerebellar ROI showing blink associated activation (number of voxels
passing t>1.8 threshold) between Task and Rest and showed signi�cantly larger areas for Task than Rest in all
ROI around the blink moment (χ2 (1, N=324,736) =16,618.7, p<.0001) except in the DMN region (Rest showing
higher number of voxels, ns, χ2 (1, N=35,360) =2.39, p=.12), and Visual region where Rest had signi�cantly
higher number of voxels than Task (χ2 (1, N=1968) =182.5, p<.0001) .

Discussion
In this study we document synchronization between blinks and activation signals in AAN, thalamus,
cerebellum and occipital cortex and deactivation in several motor and somatosensory cortices and in limbic
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regions. By measuring the temporal synchronicity with spontaneous blinks during Task and Rest conditions
we aimed to provide a theoretical framework with which to investigate blink associated activations in the brain
during two different mental states. Speci�cally, as hypothesized, we observed a temporal association between
blink activation in AAN nuclei and thalamus, and also with cerebellum and visual cortex the pattern of which
differed between the Task and Rest conditions.

For the Task condition the blink associated activation in AAN and thalamus appeared stronger and more
coordinated and was signi�cantly larger than for the Rest condition except for the occipital cortex, which
showed signi�cantly greater activation for Rest than Task. The blink associated activations in cerebellum were
also signi�cantly more extensive for the Task than Rest condition. 

Ascending Arousal Network and Thalamus

Our �ndings of blink-related associations with AAN nuclei and thalamus corroborated our hypothesis that
spontaneous eye blinks would be associated with arousal networks. These �ndings provide evidence that
point processes in the AAN and downstream thalamic regions coincide with blinks and showed that these
associations were more prominent during Task than Rest indicating that they are modulated by task
conditions.

Because of the evidence linking dopaminergic activity with eye blinks we had hypothesized that the VTA, in
particular, would show signi�cant blink-related activation. Our results corroborated this both for VTA ROIs
extracted using coordinates from the AAN atlas and those used from fMRI studies of VTA functional
connectivity. Thus, our �ndings further support the involvement of the midbrain dopaminergic system in
modulating blinks. Blink associated activation of the VTA was observed both for the Task and Rest conditions
though its temporal sequence differed, peaking later for the Rest condition. Eyeblink rates have been proposed
as markers of brain dopaminergic activity 5,7,12,45 and studies have shown that they predicted performance of
cognitive tasks that involve working memory, which is modulated by dopaminergic signaling 46-49. The VTA
dopaminergic system is also implicated in motivation, 50,51 which could underlie the reported association
between eye blinks and proactive motivation (to achieve a positive outcome) 52,53 as well as preventive
motivation (to prevent a negative outcome) 54,55.

The LC, which is the main noradrenergic projection to the forebrain is recognized to participate in arousal and
wakefulness 56. The LC modulates pupil size as a function of attention 57,58. However, the LC’s involvement on
spontaneous eye blinks to our knowledge has not been reported. There is a dense projection from the LC to the
superior colliculus, which coordinates eye and eyelid during blinking and a projection from the trigeminal
nerve, that through its supraorbital branch initiates a blink re�ex, to the LC 59. The LC blink associated signal
was stronger for the Task than for the Rest condition suggesting that LC’s engagement in eye blink might be
modulated by attentional process.

We also observed a strong blink associated activation with cholinergic nuclei (pontis oralis and
pedunculopontine nucleus) that was stronger for Task than Rest. Both the PO and the PPT are critically
involved in the generation of rapid eye movement (REM) sleep and regulate wakefulness 60,61. To our
knowledge there is no evidence of their involvement on eye blink modulation. Of the AAN nuclei we assessed
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the PAG showed the weakest association with Blink for the Task and no association for the Rest. The PAG is
implicated in processing of pain and other threats so future studies are needed to assess if such association
emerge during exposure to painful or threatening stimuli.

The blink related activation in thalamus was similar to the pattern observed for AAN nuclei including blink
related activation that was more extensive for Task than Rest and as for AAN Task condition peaked during
the blink. Also, for Task blink related activation was coordinated between the thalamic nuclei (similar temporal
pattern), whereas for Rest it was not. The subregions with higher blink activation synchronies were the ones
with the strongest functional connections to frontal, pre-motor, and temporal cortices as delineated by the
Behrens atlas both for the Task and Rest conditions.

As we interpret our �ndings, we are unable to determine if the eye blink re�ects a behavioral manifestation of
the AAN and its thalamic projections or whether the blink triggers the responses in AAN and thalamus. During
the Task for some subregions the activation emerges prior to the blink such as for VTA and serotonergic raphe
nuclei whereas in LC it follows the blink. The temporal sequence is reversed during the Rest condition for LC,
which while weak precedes the blink and the VTA which follows the blink. Thus, it would appear as if the
engagement of the various AAN nuclei is in�uenced by the level of cognitive engagement. By contrasting blink
temporal activity in Rest and Task, we aimed to dissociate spontaneous versus contextual arousal related
blink behavior. Task synchronized blink activations were observed in most of the AAN nuclei and thalamic
regions measured and for most the activation peaked during the blink while for Rest the strongest
synchronized activation in AAN was with VTA activity and occurred post blink. Future studies using fMRIs with
higher temporal and spatial resolutions will be able to compare blink related temporal activations in AAA and
thalamic subregions with greater precision and help clarify further their distinct contributions to arousal.
Similarly, the use of PET along with fMRI will help determine the extent to which DA as well as serotonergic
and noradrenergic receptors modulate the blink related activation of AAN and thalamus.

Whole brain analysis

The exploratory whole brain analyses revealed signi�cant blink related activation in cerebellum both for Task
and Rest. Cerebellar blink-synchrony emerged later than in AAN and thalamic ROI, indicative of a distinct
spatio-temporal alignment than these regions. The Buckner atlas identi�ed that cerebellar regions sensitive to
blinks were in ROIs with functional connectivity to anterior cingulate cortex, DMN and the fronto-parietal
attention network. Though the cerebellum’s involvement with arousal has been recently recognized 62 most
studies linking the cerebellum with eye blink have pertained to its role in eye blink conditioning or motor
regulation 63. The extent to which cerebellar activation post blink contributes to arousal requires further
investigation.

The whole brain analysis also revealed signi�cant blink associated activation in occipital cortex predominantly
for the Rest condition that corroborates prior fMRI �ndings showing spontaneous blink associated activation
in the primary visual cortex 33,64. The occipital cortex was the only region for which blink associated activation
was signi�cantly stronger for Rest than Task conditions. In the Task there was a distinct area of deactivation
in the parieto-occipital �ssure. This area is around V3A, which might be related to peripheral visual �elds 65,
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and it is possible that during the Task participants focused on foveal locations to receive for instance
Go/NoGo command and to monitor outcomes.

We also observed extensive synchronized blink deactivation in several motor and somatosensory cortical and
limbic regions that emerged during the blink for the Rest condition and that were much more constrained for
the Task condition. In the Task condition there was a number of small areas of blink related deactivation in
ventromedial prefrontal cortex (anterior hub of DMN) and in regions from the Salience Network. We interpret
this to re�ect blink related activation of arousal networks that contribute to DMN inhibition during the Task.

Our �ndings from the whole brain analyses of blink related activation and deactivation is opposite to that
reported during microsleeps, which showed activation of motor, insular, and parahippocampal regions and
deactivations in visual cortex, cerebellum and thalamus when participants dosed off and lost awareness (i.e.,
microsleeps) 66. These opposite patterns of results suggest that blinks play a role in the momentary activation
of arousal systems, increasing the alertness of the participants to keep their brain engaged with the current
environment. Consistent with this interpretation are the reports of increases in blink rates at the end of
prolonged periods of wakefulness 67 or following a night of sleep deprivation 68.

Analyses of the blink distribution during the Task showed that blinks followed responses during the reward
Task, in line with previous reports showing that blinks coincide with salient time points during visual tasks 69.
This behavior probably emerges due to the fact that arousal systems need to be engaged with the task,
transiently modulating subcortical and cortical networks in order to improve e�ciency of task performance.

Limitations

In our study we used a 3 Tesla magnet but a 7 Tesla MRI would have given us greater sensitivity to assess
activation patterns in small regions as is the case for AAN nuclei 70. Indeed, our spatial resolution was limited
to a voxel size of 3mm, which can be considered large when imaging very small brainstem nuclei. Our study is
also limited by temporal resolution, which made it di�cult to properly quantify the temporal sequence of
activation patterns linked with eye blinks. The magnet bore is dark and it is unclear how the blink association
are affected by different ambient light conditions. Finally, though our sample was small (n=14) we were able
to identify distinct patterns or activation and deactivation associated with spontaneous blink activity during
Task and Rest conditions.

In summary our �ndings showing an association of eye blinks with AAN including the VTA and with the
thalamus are consistent with the engagement of eye blinks in brain arousal processes. Measuring eye blinks
during fMRI as a regular procedure could be a valuable tool to track arousal levels and potential confounds.
Future studies combining high resolution fMRI contrasting resting state blink activity with tasks tapping
arousal systems will clarify the temporal dynamics of spontaneous blink activity with the various AAN nuclei.

Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in the Nature Research Reporting
Summary linked to this article.

Data availability The datasets generated or analyzed during the current study are available from the �rst or
corresponding author on reasonable request.
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Code availability The scripts generated and used in the current study are available from the �rst or
corresponding author on reasonable request.
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Figures

Table 1
Summary of the anatomical location of clusters showing signi�cant temporal association with blinks for Task
and Rest. Cluster corrected (k > 30, p < .002, pFWER < .05). A comprehensive table with all the clusters and their

precise locations is in Supplementary Data 4 and a �attened map of the visual cortex showing blink
associated activation for Task and Rest is shown in Supplementary Data 8. Abbreviations: L, left, R, right.

Symbols  Depicting voxels/regions with high t-values (t > 3.54) but not surviving cluster correction.

    Before Blink During Blink After Blink

TASK Positive Posterior cingulate
cortex

Cerebellum

Thalamus

Pons/Midbrain

Calcarine sulcus
posterior/V1*

Cerebellum, Vermis

Thalamus

Caudate

Calcarine sulcus
posterior/V1*

Negative Amygdala
/Parahippocampus

Orbitofrontal

Precentral/eye-�elds

Superior Temporal Gyrus

Amygdala/Parahippocampus

Temporal/auditory cortex

Precuneus

Rectal gyrus

Inferior Frontal Gyrus

Parieto-occipital �ssure(V3A)

Superior Temporal Gyrus

Amygdala/Parahippocampus

Temporal/auditory cortex

Precuneus

Inferior Frontal Gyrus

REST Positive Calcarine sulcus-
anterior/V1

Precuneus

Calcarine sulcus anterior/V1*

Precuneus

Cerebellum

Calcarine
sulcus/posterior/V1

Precuneus

Cerebellum

Caudate

Negative   Insular cortex

R Superior Temporal Gyrus

Temporal/Auditory Cortex

R Inferior Parietal Lobe

Lateral Occipital (BA 19)

Amygdala/parahippocampus

Insular Cortex

R Superior Temporal Gyrus

Temporal Auditory Cortex

Right Postcentral gyrus

Lateral Occipital (BA 19)

Amygdala/parahippocampus
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Figure 1

Blink densities around GO/NOGO stimulus and the relationship between response reaction times and blink
latencies for the GO trial. A Blink densities around GO/NOGO stimulus. “0s” is where the GO/NOGO signal was
shown. Blink density was lowest around this moment, then increased as time progressed. The peaks for blink
densities for GO trials were signi�cantly delayed compared to the NOGO trials. B Correlation between the blink
latency upon GO/NOGO signal presentation and reaction time in the response to press the button. Blink
latency and reaction time were signi�cantly correlated (r=0.58, p<.05) in GO incentive trials (for Money) but not
in the GO no-incentive trials (Null).
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Figure 2

Blink associations with activation of brainstem AAN nuclei for the Task and Rest conditions. A Sagittal images
of midline brainstem (MNI x = 2mm) depicting activation in PAG, VTA, LC, MR and DR during the blink. Color
scale corresponds to z-values across participants and associated t-values (compared to Null distribution). The
lower z-value was thresholded at t>1.8 for visualization purposes. B. Average z values for AAN systems prior
to, during blink (0) and post blink for each temporal lag separately for Task and Rest. Plotting used a ‘loess’
function to prove a smooth curve. Abbreviations correspond to approximated areas of dorsal raphe (DR),
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median raphe (MR), median raphe frontalis (MRF), locus coeruleus (LC), parabrachial complex (PBC), pontis
oralis (PO), periaqueductal grey (PAG), pedunculopontine nucleus (PPN) and ventral tegmental area (VTA).

Figure 3

Blink associations with activation of thalamic ROIs (Behrens thalamic atlas) for the Task and Rest conditions.
A Coronal images of the thalamus (MNI, y=-13) showing the activation during the blink. Color scale
corresponds to z-values across participants and associated t-values (compared to Null distribution). The lower
t-value was thresholded at t>1.8 for visualization purposes. The blink associated activation in the thalamus for
the Task was widespread and included middle, central and lateral thalamic regions whereas for the Rest
condition it was more constrained and mostly limited to lateral-superior thalamic regions. Regions with arrows
grossly correspond to Frontal, Temporal and Premotor thalamic segments (see Sup Mat 2 for full
subsegments). B Average z values for the thalamic subregion shown for each temporal lag separately for Task
and Rest.
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Figure 4

Whole brain cluster analysis for Task. Axial brain images showing blink-associated temporal patterns of
activation and deactivation from the whole brain analyses for the Task condition before (-2TR), during, and
after (+2TR) blinks. Fisher’s z-values are shown for a voxel based statistical threshold t>3.54. Surviving
clusters with voxel threshold t>3.54, one-sample t-test, df=12, p<.002, are shown with thick border lines.

Figure 5

Whole brain cluster analysis for Rest. Axial brain images showing blink-associated temporal patterns of
activation and deactivation from the whole brain analyses for the Rest condition before (-2TR), during, and
after (+2TR) blinks. Fisher’s z-values are shown for a voxel based statistical threshold t>3.54. Surviving
clusters with voxel threshold t>3.54, one-sample t-test, df=12, p<.002, are shown with thick border lines.
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Figure 6

Blink associated activation in Cerebellar ROIs (Buckner cerebellar atlas). A Coronal cerebellar images for Task
and Rest conditions. Mean z-values across the participants and corresponding t-values (compared to Null
distribution) are shown with the MNI y-coordinates. The lower z-value was thresholded at t>1.8 for
visualization purposes. B Average z values per cerebellar subregion shown for each temporal lag separately
for Task and Rest.
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